Jerzy Plonka

ON SOME DECOMPOSITION OF THE SUM OF A DIRECT SYSTEM OF ALGEBRAS INTO A SUBDIRECT PRODUCT
0. In [3] the ailm of a direct system was defined. We quote this definition at the begining of section 1. This oonstruotion was used in several papers (see e.g. [l]- [8] ).
In this paper we prove that every sum of a direct system A is isomorphic to a subdirect produot of the sums of two other direct systems and «A p where the index semilattice of ^p has the O-element and the index semilattice (I p ,$ 2 ) of has the unit (see Theorem 1). This result we apply to some varieties defined by regular identities (see Corollary 1). Let X ; F -•N be a type of algebras where P is the set of fundamental operation symbols and 1» is the set of nonnegative integers. In this paper we assume that there are no nullary fundamental symbols in P i.e. U j. r(P). The sum of the direct system is the algebra Cf(&) = = (U A, jP 3 ) where for f 6 P, a^e A, (k = 1,...,t(f)) and
Let pel. From the direct system A defined above we construct two other systems Ap and P namely: We denote by I p the principal filter induced in I by p i.e. I » {is I s p si}. We put
where ^ is the restriction of ^ to Ip. Let q be an element such that q ^ I and I p = (I\I )u{q}. ' We put
where = («N«.,) {<i,q>} p , = ({a q }{. P q ) is a 1-element algebra of type z, a n i IJ A., and each hS is a homoq iel 1 x morphism of into 'ig. We have (iv) The el9ment p is the U-element of the index semilattice of /tp, the element q is the unit of the index semilattice .of «AP and if i,jel p , i v j e I in then in (lP,< 2 ) ivj = q.
We define a mapping g : U A, -U A, by the role: h^P( a,) ,...,h^P(an))t
by (1) and (iii).
Thus gp is an endomorphism. We define a mapping g 1^ s U A, -U A, as follows: iel 1 iel p 1 let a c A^ iel then g P (a)
The mapping g p is a homomorphism of 5 (A) onto S{A P ).
This follows from the definition of the operations and from (iv). Theorem 1.
For each pel the algebra 3 (A) is isomorphic to a subdirect product of algebras ) and
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2 it is enough to check that for every two different elements a,b e I. J A, we have Assumé that K is a variety of algebras of type x without nullary operations and there exists a term of type % containing exactly two variables x^.x^ and such that the identity <p(x1tx2) c x^ belongs to Id(K). Than an algebra # belongs to Kg iff 7JC is isomorphic to a subdirect product of two sums and 3{A2) of direct systems and .ft^ algebras from Kt. where the index semilattice of has the O-element and the index ssmilattice of has uni'®* Proof.
( ). By Theorem 1 from [3] each sum of a direct system of algebras from K satisfies all regular idsn-tities from Id(K) so "5 (A^), i(«A2) belong to Kg and consequently a subdirect product of then belongs to Kg* Proof. ( ). It was proved in [4] that under assumptions of our corollary (1), W. belongs to KR iff Q is of the form i{A) for some direct system of algebrae from K. Thus we get the statement from Theorem 1, (iv) and from the fact that in the systems we have only algebras from A and a 1-element algebra
